
Dear Ag Industry Associate,

In this year-end issue of Margin Manager, we take a look back to reflect on our education 
programs in 2015 and the lessons learned in these classes.  It was a challenging year for 
margins across most industries, and actively managing positions to improve on what 
opportunities were presented was a main factor distinguishing those who did well from 
those who struggled.  Our feature article focuses on the “lessons learned” from actively 
managing margin positions, and how this was a common theme across all of the various 
agricultural markets we work with.  Hopefully a better understanding of the benefits that 
these position adjustments provide will offer some guidance and wisdom for managing 
forward margin opportunities as we begin the New Year.

We also review the year-end margins of the crop, hog, dairy and beef cattle industries, and 
how our clients are managing these fluctuating margins which exist at levels well below 
where we began 2015.  The landscape moving into 2016 looks to remain challenging 
across these various industries, and active margin management will continue to be 
important in securing profitability.  We look forward to another busy year ahead with new 
classes and featured content in Margin Manager and marginmanager.com to advance your 
understanding of the margin management approach.        

Sincerely,

Chip Whalen
Managing Editor

December 2015 Learn more at MarginManager.Com
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Managing Editor, Chip Whalen is the Vice President of Education and Research for CIH, a 
leader in Margin Management. He teaches margin seminars throughout the country and 
can be reached at cwhalen@cihedging.com 
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Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
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 Last year at this time, we reflected on our educational calendar and discussed the various programs 
conducted throughout 2014 along with the lessons learned from those classes.  Continuing that theme, we thought 
year-end would be a good time look back on 2015, consider the educational events we have hosted both in our 
office as well as on the road, and what we can take away from them.  In all, we conducted a total of 30 different 
programs for different industry groups including swine, beef and dairy cattle, crop, ethanol, commodity buyers 
including poultry integrators, egg layer operations and importers, as well as agricultural lenders.  Some of those in 
attendance were clients while others were allied industry participants or producers and end users perhaps new to 
margin management and approaching price risk from a margin perspective.  As forecast at this time last year, 2015 
was a challenging year for many of these industry groups with margins either deeply negative or at the very least 
severely depressed from the levels enjoyed last year. 
 Consequently, while a passive approach to managing risk worked well for many producers in 2014, this year 
was a different story where proactive margin management helped separate those operations that had a good year 
from those who clearly struggled given the current landscape.  A key lesson learned that resonated as a common 
thread through these different groups and industries is that taking advantage of opportunities to make adjustments 
on positions proved to be a major contributor of improved margins.  In our July issue, we explored an example of 
this by looking at the corn market earlier this past summer.  Some will recall that there was a brief weather scare 
due to excessively wet conditions in parts of the Midwest that caused new-crop corn futures to spike about 25% in 
value between mid-June and mid-July.  Following this sharp price increase the market then retreated back to where 
it had previously traded (see figure 1 on following page).  

While some may have found this volatility unnerving, it allowed for very beneficial adjustments to be made on both 
sides of the market – for those with either long or short positions managing different price risks to improve upon 
those positions.  For the corn producer referenced in that article, they were able to improve their sale price by a 
net of $0.25/bushel as a result of making adjustments through that period.  The hog producer realized an even 
better improvement of $0.44/bushel to their purchase price, which effectively added $2.33/cwt. to their net margin 
for Q4.  Now let’s consider this same model hog operation looking forward to adjustment opportunities on 

upcoming marketing periods.  Q2 of 2016 has just witnessed a noticeable improvement in projected margins 
based on a combination of lower feed costs and in particular, a significant recovery in hog prices from earlier in the 
fall.  Data from the latest USDA Quarterly Hogs & Pigs report revealed lower than expected farrowing intentions 
this winter which suggests tighter hog supplies next summer.  As a result, the June Lean Hog futures contract has 
recovered about $7.00/cwt. from price levels in mid-November.  
 Let’s assume this particular producer had a short futures position from earlier in the fall, selling the June 
Lean Hog contract at $80.00/cwt.  Following the drop in price from early October to mid-November, they decided to 
convert the futures position to an options strategy in order to increase flexibility should the market eventually 
recover (as it now has).  In early November with the market trading around $72.00/cwt., the hog producer exits 
their short futures position, buying the contract back at $72.80/cwt.  To address the risk of a further decline in price 
however, they decide to replace this position with a put spread, buying the $72 put and paying a premium of $4.30 
while selling the $62 put and receiving a premium of $1.30.  Therefore, the producer is protected over a $10 range 
of lower prices for a net cost of $3.00/cwt. while at the same time open to participate in all higher prices above the 
market.  To summarize the adjustment, they exit the short futures position with a gain of $7.20 (sold at $80.00 and 
bought back at $72.80) and then spend $3.00 of this gain to replace the position with a $10 put spread with protec-
tion beginning at $72 and ending at $62.  In total, they net a gain of $4.20/cwt. and maintain a limited range of 
protection to lower prices.
 Currently, the market is trading at $78.00/cwt. after recovering from the lows in mid-November.  To capital-
ize on this gain, the hog producer could exit the put spread and sell futures at the higher price level the market is 
now trading at.  Let’s explore how this would help them improve upon their previous sale price.  The put spread 
could be sold for $1.50/cwt., so the producer would lose half the value they paid for this position in mid-November, 
although the market is now $5.20/cwt. higher than where they exited their previous short futures position at 
$72.80/cwt.  They had a net gain of $4.20 from the previous adjustment, and they now can add $1.50 of salvaged 
value from their put spread to that gain for a total of $5.70/cwt.  By selling the June futures contract at $78.00 and 
adding this gain of $5.70 to that price, their net sale price is now $83.70/cwt., $3.70 higher than where they started 
from back in October (see figure 2 on following page).
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 Last year at this time, we reflected on our educational calendar and discussed the various programs 
conducted throughout 2014 along with the lessons learned from those classes.  Continuing that theme, we thought 
year-end would be a good time look back on 2015, consider the educational events we have hosted both in our 
office as well as on the road, and what we can take away from them.  In all, we conducted a total of 30 different 
programs for different industry groups including swine, beef and dairy cattle, crop, ethanol, commodity buyers 
including poultry integrators, egg layer operations and importers, as well as agricultural lenders.  Some of those in 
attendance were clients while others were allied industry participants or producers and end users perhaps new to 
margin management and approaching price risk from a margin perspective.  As forecast at this time last year, 2015 
was a challenging year for many of these industry groups with margins either deeply negative or at the very least 
severely depressed from the levels enjoyed last year. 
 Consequently, while a passive approach to managing risk worked well for many producers in 2014, this year 
was a different story where proactive margin management helped separate those operations that had a good year 
from those who clearly struggled given the current landscape.  A key lesson learned that resonated as a common 
thread through these different groups and industries is that taking advantage of opportunities to make adjustments 
on positions proved to be a major contributor of improved margins.  In our July issue, we explored an example of 
this by looking at the corn market earlier this past summer.  Some will recall that there was a brief weather scare 
due to excessively wet conditions in parts of the Midwest that caused new-crop corn futures to spike about 25% in 
value between mid-June and mid-July.  Following this sharp price increase the market then retreated back to where 
it had previously traded (see figure 1 on following page).  

While some may have found this volatility unnerving, it allowed for very beneficial adjustments to be made on both 
sides of the market – for those with either long or short positions managing different price risks to improve upon 
those positions.  For the corn producer referenced in that article, they were able to improve their sale price by a 
net of $0.25/bushel as a result of making adjustments through that period.  The hog producer realized an even 
better improvement of $0.44/bushel to their purchase price, which effectively added $2.33/cwt. to their net margin 
for Q4.  Now let’s consider this same model hog operation looking forward to adjustment opportunities on 

upcoming marketing periods.  Q2 of 2016 has just witnessed a noticeable improvement in projected margins 
based on a combination of lower feed costs and in particular, a significant recovery in hog prices from earlier in the 
fall.  Data from the latest USDA Quarterly Hogs & Pigs report revealed lower than expected farrowing intentions 
this winter which suggests tighter hog supplies next summer.  As a result, the June Lean Hog futures contract has 
recovered about $7.00/cwt. from price levels in mid-November.  
 Let’s assume this particular producer had a short futures position from earlier in the fall, selling the June 
Lean Hog contract at $80.00/cwt.  Following the drop in price from early October to mid-November, they decided to 
convert the futures position to an options strategy in order to increase flexibility should the market eventually 
recover (as it now has).  In early November with the market trading around $72.00/cwt., the hog producer exits 
their short futures position, buying the contract back at $72.80/cwt.  To address the risk of a further decline in price 
however, they decide to replace this position with a put spread, buying the $72 put and paying a premium of $4.30 
while selling the $62 put and receiving a premium of $1.30.  Therefore, the producer is protected over a $10 range 
of lower prices for a net cost of $3.00/cwt. while at the same time open to participate in all higher prices above the 
market.  To summarize the adjustment, they exit the short futures position with a gain of $7.20 (sold at $80.00 and 
bought back at $72.80) and then spend $3.00 of this gain to replace the position with a $10 put spread with protec-
tion beginning at $72 and ending at $62.  In total, they net a gain of $4.20/cwt. and maintain a limited range of 
protection to lower prices.
 Currently, the market is trading at $78.00/cwt. after recovering from the lows in mid-November.  To capital-
ize on this gain, the hog producer could exit the put spread and sell futures at the higher price level the market is 
now trading at.  Let’s explore how this would help them improve upon their previous sale price.  The put spread 
could be sold for $1.50/cwt., so the producer would lose half the value they paid for this position in mid-November, 
although the market is now $5.20/cwt. higher than where they exited their previous short futures position at 
$72.80/cwt.  They had a net gain of $4.20 from the previous adjustment, and they now can add $1.50 of salvaged 
value from their put spread to that gain for a total of $5.70/cwt.  By selling the June futures contract at $78.00 and 
adding this gain of $5.70 to that price, their net sale price is now $83.70/cwt., $3.70 higher than where they started 
from back in October (see figure 2 on following page).

Continued on Following Page

Figure 1

These results are based on simulated or hypothetical performance results that have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike the results shown in an actual 
performance record, these results do not represent actual trading.  Also, because these trades have not actually been executed, these results may have 
under-or-over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in general are 
also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight.  No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to these being shown.
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including poultry integrators, egg layer operations and importers, as well as agricultural lenders.  Some of those in 
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was a challenging year for many of these industry groups with margins either deeply negative or at the very least 
severely depressed from the levels enjoyed last year. 
 Consequently, while a passive approach to managing risk worked well for many producers in 2014, this year 
was a different story where proactive margin management helped separate those operations that had a good year 
from those who clearly struggled given the current landscape.  A key lesson learned that resonated as a common 
thread through these different groups and industries is that taking advantage of opportunities to make adjustments 
on positions proved to be a major contributor of improved margins.  In our July issue, we explored an example of 
this by looking at the corn market earlier this past summer.  Some will recall that there was a brief weather scare 
due to excessively wet conditions in parts of the Midwest that caused new-crop corn futures to spike about 25% in 
value between mid-June and mid-July.  Following this sharp price increase the market then retreated back to where 
it had previously traded (see figure 1 on following page).  

While some may have found this volatility unnerving, it allowed for very beneficial adjustments to be made on both 
sides of the market – for those with either long or short positions managing different price risks to improve upon 
those positions.  For the corn producer referenced in that article, they were able to improve their sale price by a 
net of $0.25/bushel as a result of making adjustments through that period.  The hog producer realized an even 
better improvement of $0.44/bushel to their purchase price, which effectively added $2.33/cwt. to their net margin 
for Q4.  Now let’s consider this same model hog operation looking forward to adjustment opportunities on 

upcoming marketing periods.  Q2 of 2016 has just witnessed a noticeable improvement in projected margins 
based on a combination of lower feed costs and in particular, a significant recovery in hog prices from earlier in the 
fall.  Data from the latest USDA Quarterly Hogs & Pigs report revealed lower than expected farrowing intentions 
this winter which suggests tighter hog supplies next summer.  As a result, the June Lean Hog futures contract has 
recovered about $7.00/cwt. from price levels in mid-November.  
 Let’s assume this particular producer had a short futures position from earlier in the fall, selling the June 
Lean Hog contract at $80.00/cwt.  Following the drop in price from early October to mid-November, they decided to 
convert the futures position to an options strategy in order to increase flexibility should the market eventually 
recover (as it now has).  In early November with the market trading around $72.00/cwt., the hog producer exits 
their short futures position, buying the contract back at $72.80/cwt.  To address the risk of a further decline in price 
however, they decide to replace this position with a put spread, buying the $72 put and paying a premium of $4.30 
while selling the $62 put and receiving a premium of $1.30.  Therefore, the producer is protected over a $10 range 
of lower prices for a net cost of $3.00/cwt. while at the same time open to participate in all higher prices above the 
market.  To summarize the adjustment, they exit the short futures position with a gain of $7.20 (sold at $80.00 and 
bought back at $72.80) and then spend $3.00 of this gain to replace the position with a $10 put spread with protec-
tion beginning at $72 and ending at $62.  In total, they net a gain of $4.20/cwt. and maintain a limited range of 
protection to lower prices.
 Currently, the market is trading at $78.00/cwt. after recovering from the lows in mid-November.  To capital-
ize on this gain, the hog producer could exit the put spread and sell futures at the higher price level the market is 
now trading at.  Let’s explore how this would help them improve upon their previous sale price.  The put spread 
could be sold for $1.50/cwt., so the producer would lose half the value they paid for this position in mid-November, 
although the market is now $5.20/cwt. higher than where they exited their previous short futures position at 
$72.80/cwt.  They had a net gain of $4.20 from the previous adjustment, and they now can add $1.50 of salvaged 
value from their put spread to that gain for a total of $5.70/cwt.  By selling the June futures contract at $78.00 and 
adding this gain of $5.70 to that price, their net sale price is now $83.70/cwt., $3.70 higher than where they started 
from back in October (see figure 2 on following page).

*** HOG MARGIN SEMINAR ***
March 2-3, 2016 (Chicago)

These seminars experience strong demand. 
If you are interested in attending, call now.

(866) 299-9333 
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 Another point to make with these adjustments is to think about how quickly they can improve upon a 
margin.  For the hog producer, they may have been monitoring Q2 2016 margins up to a year or more in 
advance.  With a margin management policy in place they may have begun to initiate coverage at the 70th 
percentile in order to protect forward opportunities.  Figure 3 shows the margin history for upcoming Q2 
2016.  You will notice that margins hit the 70th percentile just prior to the aforementioned corn adjustment, 
when prices spiked in response to the excessive rain last summer.  Assuming the hog producer made the 
corn adjustment (or something similar to the example previously described) followed by the eventual hog 
adjustment (or something similar), they may have realized a net margin for that initial coverage well above 
the 70th percentile opportunity originally projected.  The two adjustments presented in this article would 
have added just over $8.00/cwt. to the hog producer’s Q2 margin which represents a substantial 
improvement to the open market value currently at about $10.00/cwt. (see figure 3 on following page)

These results are based on simulated or hypothetical performance results that have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike the results shown in an actual 
performance record, these results do not represent actual trading.  Also, because these trades have not actually been executed, these results may have 
under-or-over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in 
general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight.  No representation is being made that any account will or is likely 
to achieve profits or losses similar to these being shown.

Figure 2
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Figure 3

 Moreover, with margin improvement on an initial position, the hog producer may have felt more 
confident adding coverage as new opportunities presented themselves.  You will notice that Q2 margins came 
back to the 70th percentile by late October.  Having already improved upon the initial position following the 
corn adjustment, the hog producer may have felt comfortable adding another layer of coverage at that point 
even though their margin management policy may stipulate a higher percentile before increasing coverage.  If 
for example their net margin for the initial position was effectively at the 80th percentile following the corn 
adjustment, they might elect to initiate a new strategy to protect forward margins at the open market level of 
the 70th percentile.  The eventual hog adjustment previously reviewed then may have improved both 
positions where the operation might feel comfortable now adding a third layer of coverage to their Q2 margin 

protection plan.  
 The main point is that similar to the recent history in 2015, in most years actively managing forward margin 
strategies is a big part of the margin management process.  We invite you to learn more by exploring our 2016 
education calendar and attending one of our classes in the upcoming year.  The more you know about proactively 
managing forward margin opportunities, the better equipped you will be to assure the long-term profitability of your 
operation.    

These results are based on simulated or hypothetical performance results that have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike the results shown in an actual 
performance record, these results do not represent actual trading.  Also, because these trades have not actually been executed, these results may have 
under-or-over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in 
general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight.  No representation is being made that any account will or is likely 
to achieve profits or losses similar to these being shown.
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Trading futures and options carry the risk of loss. All dates subject to change. Please check 
cihedging.com/education for more information and the latest additions to the schedule. 

Margin Management
For Lenders 
April 20-21, Chicago

To assure your seat, register now. 
(866) 299-9333

Earn 16 CPE Credits

Register Now: 
(866) 299-9333
www.cihedging.com/education
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Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

 Moreover, with margin improvement on an initial position, the hog producer may have felt more 
confident adding coverage as new opportunities presented themselves.  You will notice that Q2 margins came 
back to the 70th percentile by late October.  Having already improved upon the initial position following the 
corn adjustment, the hog producer may have felt comfortable adding another layer of coverage at that point 
even though their margin management policy may stipulate a higher percentile before increasing coverage.  If 
for example their net margin for the initial position was effectively at the 80th percentile following the corn 
adjustment, they might elect to initiate a new strategy to protect forward margins at the open market level of 
the 70th percentile.  The eventual hog adjustment previously reviewed then may have improved both 
positions where the operation might feel comfortable now adding a third layer of coverage to their Q2 margin 

protection plan.  
 The main point is that similar to the recent history in 2015, in most years actively managing forward margin 
strategies is a big part of the margin management process.  We invite you to learn more by exploring our 2016 
education calendar and attending one of our classes in the upcoming year.  The more you know about proactively 
managing forward margin opportunities, the better equipped you will be to assure the long-term profitability of your 
operation.    

ABOUT THE PROGRAM:
This program is designed to help bankers better 
understand the risk associated with lending to 
agricultural producers looking to protect profit 
margins in their business. Appropriate for credit 
analysts as well as loan officers and upper 
management, this comprehensive two-day 
seminar encompasses a broad range of topics.
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Hog Margin Watch: December
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Dairy Margin Watch: December
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Beef Margin Watch: December
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Corn Margin Watch: January
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Soybeans Margin Watch: January
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Wheat Margin Watch: January
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